Asia-Europe Public Diplomacy Training Initiative 2016

Mohsin Khan, an emerging social entrepreneur and development aid professional working with Korea International Cooperation Agency in Pakistan, participated in the Public Diplomacy Online Training organised by the Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF), the DiploFoundation (Diplo), and the National Centre for Research on Europe (NCRE). The Online Training, which took place between April and June 2016, is part of the Asia-Europe Public Diplomacy Training Initiative 2016.

Read the full story at:

Corporate Corner

Training on public diplomacy

ISLAMABAD (PR): Mohsin Khan, an emerging social entrepreneur and development aid professional working with Korea International Cooperation Agency in Pakistan, has completed an international training on public diplomacy, which was designed to help diplomats and other actors better understand the attitudes of foreign and domestic publics towards foreign policy, and to influence and shape their views on these issues. Funded by Asia-Europe Foundation (Singapore) in collaboration with Federal Department Foreign Affairs Switzerland, the e-course was organized by Diplo Foundation in association with Center for Research on Europe New Zealand from April-June, 2016. “The Diplo-Foundation course by ASEF on public diplomacy was a life changing and innovative program for me to learn winning heart and minds, learning and sharing new dynamics in public diplomacy, connecting people across Asia-Europe and building a new network of change agents and public diplomats passionate for a just and peaceful society in the world,” said Mohsin.

Mohsin was earlier selected by Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Republic of Korea from Pakistan (South Asia) for “Promoting Global Understanding and Mutual Partnership”, an international Public Diplomacy competition organized at Ewha Women University and Korea Public Diplomacy Center in May, 2014. He is committed to build a positive image worldwide by working with several national and international institution and organizations.

PGC congratulates Ahsan on his achievement

LAHORE (PR): Ahsan Abdullah, a brilliant student of Punjab College Entry Test Session, has topped ECAT Entry Test 2016 by obtaining 336 marks. He attributed his success to god’s blessings, his hard work, detailed and valuable guidance of Punjab College teachers and prayers of his parents.

The management of Punjab Group of Colleges congratulated Ahsan Abdullah on his achievement and appreciated the concerted efforts of the teachers of Punjab College Entry Test Session 2016.

Distinction

LAHORE (PR): Saria Saeed has achieved distinction in B Architecture from the University of Greenwich London. She is the only girl in her batch to achieve first class. Belonging to Lahore, she intends to do infrastructure development projects in Pakistan.